Fact Sheet

Sands Theatre

Marina Bay Sands is home to a world-class theatre specifically designed to showcase internationally acclaimed performances for the ultimate guest experience.

Sands Theatre

Sands Theatre, home to a box office and spectacular grand foyer created to transport all our guests to a world of glitz and glamour. The theatre venue boasts magnificent interior design with high ceilings, extravagant layout and plush furnishing aimed at creating a night of elegant experience.

The theatre opened in November 2010 with Riverdance, the spectacular performance that has entertained millions world-wide. Since its opening, the theatre has hosted signature shows, including award-winning Broadway musical The Lion King from March to October 2011, making it the most successful Broadway show in Singapore's history.

The theatre can stage a wide-range of headlining acts, performing arts and gala events, seating up to 2,155 guests over three levels.

Design

The theatre is a traditional proscenium style venue, equipped with a large orchestra pit, seat wagons and trap rooms. It boasts the latest technology allowing a multitude of stage configurations and an efficient and seamless set-change for all theatre performances.

Sophisticated Technology

Audio and visual technical requirements are managed from the Central Control Room – the heart and brain of the theatre. The Central Control Room is where a technician interfaces with the latest audio and video technology to set and operate the stages for world-class acts. The audio system is custom-designed to allow the highest quality sound with strategically positioned surround sound speakers to ensure optimal sound throughout the venue.

As of March 2020
Past Performances at the Theatre

- Riverdance
- A R Rahman’s Jai Ho concert
- The Lion King
- Thriller LIVE
- Cirque Eloize iD
- Bar at Buena Vista
- Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber
- James Blunt Concert
- Swan Lake on Ice
- Disney Live
- ABBA Mania
- Kenny G Live in Concert
- Crowd Lu Concert
- Kit Chan Concert
- Dan Hill
- Slavas Snowshow
- Annie
- Jersey Boys
- Hi 5!
- Avenue Q
- Burn the Floor
- Le Noir
- Dirty Dancing
- Starlight Express
- Notre Dame de Paris
- My Fair Lady
- Sound of Music
- The LKY Musical
- Lord of the Dance: Dangerous Games
- Beyond the Barricade
- Saturday Night Fever
- GHOST the Musical
- Sleeping Beauty On Ice
- Shrek The Musical
- Madagascar Live!
- ANNIE the Musical
- Olivia Newton-John
- Judy Ong
- Air Supply Concert
- Sister Act the Musical
- Afgan
- Lee Dong Wook Fan Meet
- Cosentino the Magician
- Asia’s Got Talent Season 2 Finals and Results Final
- Aladdin the Musical
- David Foster & Friends Concert
- Yanni Concert
- Simply Adnan
- Viva Girls Concert
- Elvis Costello Concert
- WICKED
- The Illusionists
- Gazillion Bubble Show
- The Platters
- A Chorus Line
- One Night of Queen
- The Stylistics
- Train
- Oz Rocks
- Cesar Milan
- Nutcracker on Ice
- Salute to Sinatra
- Bootleg Beetles
- Michael Bolton
- The Magic Brush
- Nanta
- Phantom of the Opera
- Cliff Richard
- Wonderment
- Barbie Live!
- Grease
- Mamma Mia
- Takizawa Kabuki
- Singin’ In The Rain
- Yuna Live In Singapore
- Ebizo Ichikawa XI’s Japan Theatre
- Disney Live! Mickey’s Music Festival
- Blue Man Group
- Kool & The Gang
- SHAOLIN
- The Iconic Film Scores of John Williams: Star Wars & Beyond
- Chicago the Musical
- The Music of Hans Zimmer vs John Williams
- Boys in the Band
- Village People
- West Side Story
- 007 in Concert
- CATS the Musical
- Matilda the Musical